


● The 2016 Internet Organised Crime Threat 
Assessment (IOCTA) reported a continuing and 
increasing acceleration of the security trends 
observed in previous assessments

● In some countries cybercrime has surpassed 
traditional crime in terms of reporting

Security Trends of 2016



● Child exploitation
● Mobile device threats
● Social engineering 

Some of the biggest trends in cybercrime during 2016 were:



Child exploitation
What: 
The use of the internet as a platform for 
predators to communicate, store/share child 
sexual exploitation material (CSEM) and to 
hunt for new victims 

Why: 
Sexual purposes and/or financial motives



Child exploitation
How - Using manipulative tactics over 
different online platforms and making 
use of the following over the internet:

● Social networks
● Online games and forums
● The liberty of being anonymous
● P2P networks
● Darknet
● Live Streaming



2016 case - Ontario man accused of cyber sex abuse
● Ontario medical student, Marco Viscomi, was alleged to have forced two American 

teenage sisters to engage in sexual and violent acts while he watched via Skype

● Used live streaming which is facilitated by end-to-end encrypted platforms (E2EE) 

● Not even the service providers can access what is being shared amongst their 
users

New figures obtained by the NSPCC reveal that the internet was used to commit an 
average of eight sexual crimes against children each day in the past year, including 
rapes, grooming and live streaming of abuse



Child exploitation

SOLUTION?...

● Strengthen the current cyber security measures
● Early detection, blocking and removal of CSEM online

….However, this is a problem that cannot be combatted with cyber safety 
measures alone 

● The development of preventive campaigns to raise awareness and providing 
children with tools to protect themselves are essential



Mobile device threat
What: Physical and software based threats that can compromise the data on smart phones, 
tablets and similar mobile devices

Why: 
People often carry sensitive information
on their cell phones including banking
apps, payment informations, personal
pictures, etc. This becomes a motive 
for hackers to do mobile attacks



Mobile devices threats
How:    

● Malware injection - the act of inserting malicious code into a vulnerable web server 
page with poor application input filtering

● Mobile phishing and ransomware - using mobile apps and SMS text messages to 
take advantage of human behavior and trust to gain access to data or infiltrate 
businesses

● Cryptocurrency mining attacks - the malware infiltrates mobile devices in search 
of digital currencies, like Bitcoin, Litecoin and Dogecoin



2016 case - Shedun 
● In mid 2016, arstechnica reported that approximately 10,000,000 devices would be infected by 

this malware

● Classified as "aggressive adware" for installing potentially unwanted program applications and 

serving ads

● Once downloaded, the application generates revenue by serving ads

● Auto-roots the android using well-known exploits like ExynosAbuse, Memexploit and 

Framaroot

● Not even a factory can remove the malware from infected devices

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factory_reset






Social engineering
What: 
An attack vector that relies heavily on 
human interaction and often involves 
tricking people into sharing personal 
information or transferring money

Why: 
Influencing people into acting against their 
own interest is often a simpler than 
resorting to malware or hacking for financial 
gains



Social engineering
How: A social engineer runs what used 
to be called a "con game." Techniques 
such as appeal to vanity, appeal to 
authority and appeal to greed are often 
used in social engineering attacks 

● Baiting
● Phishing
● Spear phishing
● Pretexting
● Scareware



2016 case - Hacker used social engineering to access critical 
information from the Department of Justice (DoJ), FBI and DHS

The hacker retrieved personal information of about 9,355 DoJ employees, 20,000 FBI 
employees, and over 9,000 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) employees

How he did it?

Step 1: Gaining credentials of a DoJ employee via spear phishing online
Step 2: Using the same credentials to log into the DoJ portal, but without success
Step 3: Calling the dept. and tricking them to believe he was a DoJ employee with the 
credentials he had gathered; once they believed him they gave him access to the portal



Social engineering

SOLUTION?..

Penetration tests/white hat attacks using social engineering techniques

Mandatory security awareness training 



Conclusion

Such cyber crimes became a trend in 2016 since many of them were carried over from 

previous years, and because these crimes are so easy to carry out, but difficult to 

prevent

Just the fact that these attacks are often so easy to perform becomes the motivation 

for criminals to learn how to use these tools. However, it is not as easy to come up with 

effective solutions for all the cyber threats





Question 1: 
What is E2EE and why can it be an advantage for cyber criminals?

Answer:
E2EE stands for “end-to-end encryption” and it can be an advantage for 
criminals since it disables any sort of tracking over conversations or data 
being shared, so even the service providers from accessing what is being 
shared amongst their users.  



Question 2: 
What is Social Engineering? Name 3 types of social engineering attack 
methods.

Answer:
Social engineering is an attack vector that relies heavily on human 
interaction and often involves tricking people into giving valuable 
information of money. Ex: Phishing, pretexting,  scareware, etc.



Question 3: 
What are white hat attacks?

Answer:
White hat attacks are also known as penetration testing where a company 
or organization tries to break into its own system using various social 
engineering hacks with the motive to figure out all the weaknesses in the 
system so that they can be fixed.



Thank you! :)
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